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Abstract: The inverse Ising model is used in computational neuroscience to infer probability1

distributions of the synchronous activity of large neuronal populations. This method allows for2

finding the Boltzmann distribution with single neuron biases and pairwise interactions that maximizes3

the entropy and reproduces the empirical statistics of the recorded neuronal activity. Here we4

apply this strategy to large populations of retinal output neurons (ganglion cells) of different types,5

stimulated by multiple visual stimuli with their own statistics. The activity of retinal output neurons6

is driven by both the inputs from upstream neurons, which encode the visual information and7

reflect stimulus statistics, and the recurrent connections, which induce network effects. We first8

apply the standard inverse Ising model approach, and show that it accounts well for the system’s9

collective behavior when the input visual stimulus has short-ranged spatial correlations, but fails for10

long-ranged ones. This happens because stimuli with long-ranged spatial correlations synchronize the11

activity of neurons over long distances. This effect cannot be accounted for by pairwise interactions,12

and so by the pairwise Ising model. To solve this issue, we apply a previously proposed framework13

that includes a temporal dependence in the single neurons biases to model how neurons are driven in14

time by the stimulus. Thanks to this addition, the stimulus effects are taken into account by the biases,15

and the pairwise interactions allow for characterizing the network effect in the population activity16

and for reproducing the structure of the recurrent functional connections in the retinal architecture. In17

particular, the inferred interactions are strong and positive only for nearby neurons of the same type.18

Inter-type connections are instead small and slightly negative. Therefore, the retinal architecture19

splits into weakly interacting subpopulations composed of strongly interacting neurons. Overall, this20

temporal framework fixes the problems of the standard, static, inverse Ising model and accounts for21

the system’s collective behavior, for stimuli with either short or long-range correlations.22

Keywords: Inverse problems; Maximum Entropy; Computational Neuroscience; Retinal Ganglion Cells;23

Neuronal Recordings; Multi-Electrode Array Experiments; Time-Dependent Stimulus Statistics24

The inverse Ising model (IM) is a modelling strategy to infer Boltzmann distribution with pairwise25

interactions from data. In systems biology, it has been applied to model the behaviour of large systems26

with many units that interact one with another, ranging from neuronal ensembles in both early sensory27

systems [1–4], cortex [5–10] and neuronal cultures [1,11], to proteins [12–15], antibodies [16] and even28

flocks of birds [17]. To better understand the effectiveness of the inverse IM in modeling biological data,29

empirical benchmarks [18] and several theoretical investigations [19–22] have also been performed.30

The inverse IM approach neglects any temporal evolution of the system and assumes that its31

activity can be described as a stationary state [1]. Although this simplification works well in many32
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practical applications, it cannot lead to a satisfying model when the system is strongly driven by33

external stimuli [4,10,23,24]. In this study, we consider the activity of retinal output neurons in response34

to visual stimuli with different statistics and show that the inverse IM approach fails in accounting35

for the empirical statistics when the stimulus has strong and long-ranged correlations. To solve this36

issue, the inverse IM framework has been extended to include the effects of time-varying external37

stimuli into the activity of the retinal output neurons [23]. More recently [4,25], this time-dependent38

framework has been empowered by focusing on a population of retinal neurons of the same type.39

Here, we perform a step further and consider the case of a population of neurons of two different40

types, subject to two external stimuli with very different statistics. Then, in accordance with previous41

results [4], we show that the temporal framework provides a very effective model also when the visual42

stimulus has strong and long-ranged correlations.43

We conclude our work by analysing the properties of the inferred functional interactions between44

retinal neurons. Neurons of the same type are evenly spaced over a two-dimensional triangular lattice,45

forming regular mosaics [26]. The inferred interactions are strong and positive only for nearby neurons46

of the same type, whereas distant neurons do not interact directly. Connections between neurons of47

different type are instead small (or sometimes slightly negative), also for nearby cells. Therefore, the48

retinal architecture splits into weakly interacting subpopulations of strongly interacting neurons.49

1. Recording of retinal ganglion cells50

We focus on the activity of two populations of 18 ON and 25 OFF rat retinal output neurons51

(known as ganglion cells) [27], recorded during one ex-vivo multi-electrode array experiment [28].52

These experiments allow to measure the times at which each neuron emits a spike in response to an53

ongoing visual stimulation. ON and OFF neurons have opposite polarities, meaning that they respond54

preferentially to, respectively, increase or decrease of light intensity [26]. Additionally, thanks to55

standard techniques [28], it is possible to locate the position of each neuron within the two-dimensional56

retinal output layer (Fig. 1A). To validate our results, we also consider a second experiment where 2157

ON and 32 OFF retinal output neurons were stimulated with the same videos.58

During the experiments, the retina was stimulated by two different black-and-white videos59

repeated multiple times (Fig. 1B&C): a white-noise checkerboard stimulus with strong but short-ranged60

spatial correlations, and a full-field video whose luminosity flickers over different grey values, i.e. with61

strong spatial correlations that extend over the entire scene.62

After binning the spiking activity with small windows of ∆t = 20ms, we can associate to each63

neuron i in each time-bin t during repetition r a binary variable σr
i (t) equal to +1 if the neuron spiked64

in the time-bin or −1 if not. Thanks to this preprocessing, we end up with a sequence of snapshots of65

neuronal activity {σr
i (t)}N

i=1, which can be seen as observations of system configurations. At first, we66

estimated each neuron’s mean activity, that is the average of σr
i (t) over the recordings. Mean activities67

in response to the two stimuli were very similar (Fig. 1D&E), for both type of neurons. However,68

covariances were different across stimuli: the checkerboard induced strong, short-ranged correlations69

whereas the full-field induced strong correlations over longer distances. (Fig. 1F&G).70

2. Inverse disordered Ising model71

In order to analyse the retinal spiking activity, Schneidman et al. [1] has proposed to consider the72

probability distribution P(σ) of observing a given activity snapshot σ, regardless of the time at which73

it has been observed. As shown before (Fig.1F and G), neuronal activities show strong correlations,74

suggesting that neurons are not independent. Therefore, P(σ) can not be modelled as a collection75

of independent distributions, but it requires an interacting model. For this scope, the principle of76

maximum entropy suggests to consider all the probability distributions reproducing the empirical77

mean of all the single variable terms (σi) and their pairwise products (σiσj), the covariances, to then78

select the one with the largest entropy. This leads to the construction of the well known pairwise79

disordered Ising model (IM) [1,29]:80
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Figure 1. Retinal multi-electrode array experiments. OFF neurons and OFF-OFF pairs are in red, ON
and ON-ON pairs in blue, OFF-ON pairs in yellow. A) Physical positions of the recorded neurons
within the two-dimensional retinal output layer. Each dot correspond to a neuron. B-C) Two considered
stimuli are checkerboard and full-field flicker. D-E) Distribution of single neuron mean activities. F-G)
Pairwise covariances as a function of the physical distance between the neurons.

P(σ) ∼ exp
{

∑
i

hiσi + ∑
i<j

Jijσiσj

}
, (1)

with yet unknown biases h and couplings J, that have to be inferred from data. To estimate81

these parameters, we can compute the model (log-)likelihood over the dataset, and search for the set82

of parameters that maximises it [29]. Additionally, in order to limit noise effects, we added an L283

regularization over the biases h and an L1 regularization over the couplings J [29]. Finally, because84

the considered systems are too large for performing an exact inference, we used a pseudo-Newton85

Markov-chain Monte-Carlo algorithm [30].86

As expected by model construction [29], the inferred distributions were able to reproduce the87

neurons’ mean activities and covariances (Fig. 2A, B), showing that we solved the inference problem88

for both stimuli with high accuracy. Both biases (Fig. 2C, D) and couplings (Fig. 2E, F) inferred from89

the response to the two stimuli are different. In particular, for the checkerboard stimulus, which has90

short-ranged stimulus correlations, we observe strong positive or negative couplings only between91

nearby neurons, while couplings between distant ones are very small. For the full-field video, which92

instead has long-ranged stimulus correlations, we observe strong couplings, even at large distances.93

Overall these results show that the inferred couplings depend on the correlation structure of the94

stimulus: by acting as correlated input to the neurons, the stimulus induces strong correlations among95

certain pairs of neurons, and consequently strong couplings among them [4].96

Lastly, we notice how the inferred inverse disordered IM is capable of predicting the empirical97

probability distribution of the network activity (∑i σi) for the checkerboard stimulus, but it fails to do98

so for the full-field flicker (Fig. 2F,G). This distribution reflects the collective behaviour of the whole99

system, and therefore depends on the high-order statistics of the neuronal activities. As such, the100

pairwise structure of the checkerboard video, due to the short-ranged correlations, can be accounted101

for by a model with pairwise couplings. However, for the full-field flicker, the stimulus synchronises102

the whole neuronal population altogether. As a consequence, the correlations structure is not pairwise103

and the pairwise inverse IM struggles to reproduce such higher-order neuronal statistics. A similar104

effect has been reported previously for the activity of cortical neurons during Slow-Wave Sleep [10].105
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Figure 2. Inverse disordered Ising model. OFF neurons and OFF-OFF pairs are in red, ON and
ON-ON in blue, OFF-ON pairs in yellow. The first line shows results for the checkerboard stimulus, the
second for the full-field one (Fig.1B and C). A,B) Inferred IM reproduces the neurons’ mean activities
and covariances with high precision. C,D) Distribution of the inferred biases h. E,F) Inferred pairwise
couplings J as a function of the physical distance between the neurons. G,H) Empirical (plus signs)
and model-predicted (lines) probability distributions of the network activity of the two neuronal
populations. Inset: zoom in linear scale.

3. Time-dependent model106

Instead of constructing a single probability distribution P(σ) for the whole recording, in the107

time-dependent Ising model framework [4,23], we build a collection of probability distributions108

{Pt(σ)}T
t=1, one for each time-bin. Following the maximum entropy principle, we search for the109

probability distribution that has the maximum entropy among those that reproduce the mean single110

neuron activities in each time-bin 〈σi(t)〉 = 1/R ∑r σr
i (t), where r runs over the R repetitions of111

the stimulus. We also require that the model reproduces the total pairwise correlations
〈
σiσj

〉
=112

1/(RT)∑r,t σr
i (t)σ

r
j (t) computed over both time and repetitions, the same observables imposed for the113

inverse IM (Eq. 1). This leads us to the following model:114

Pt(σ) ∼ exp
{

∑
i

hi[t]σi + ∑
i<j

Jijσiσj

}
. (2)

In the model (2) the biases h[t] carry the temporal dependence that accounts for the time-evolution115

of the stimulus drive. However, because we haven’t asked the model to reproduce the pairwise116

correlations in each temporal window, but only the averaged one, the couplings J are constant in time.117

This choice is biologically motivated: the couplings reflect the internal connections between neurons118

within the retinal architecture and therefore should be independent of the stimulus [4]. Additionally,119

this also limits the number of parameters avoiding the risk of overfitting. As in the inverse IM, we120

include an L2 regularisation on the biases and an L1 on the couplings with the same strength.121

As expected by model construction, the inferred time-dependent distributions reproduce the122

empirical mean activities and covariances (Fig. 3A, B), showing that we solved the inference problem123

for both stimuli with high accuracy. As before (Fig. 2C,D), the inferred biases show different124

distributions for the two stimuli (Fig. 2C,D). The inferred couplings have instead a much similar125

behavior (Fig. 3E,F), showing a fast decay with the distance between the neuron pairs, for both the126

checkerboard and the full-field stimulus. In particular, those between neurons of different types127

are zero or slightly negative, whereas those between nearby neurons of the same type large and128

positive. Lastly, in the case of the time-dependent IM, the inferred model is capable of predicting the129

empirical probability distribution of the network activity for both stimuli with high accuracy (Fig.130

3G,H). Consistently with previous findings [4], these results show that by using time-dependent IM131
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Figure 3. Time-dependent Ising model. OFF neurons and OFF-OFF pairs are in red, ON and ON-ON
in blue, OFF-ON pairs in yellow. The first line show results for the checkerboard stimulus, the second
for the full-field one (Fig.1B and C). A,B) Inferred time-dependent IM reproduces the neurons’ mean
activities and covariances with high precision. C,D) Distribution of the inferred biases h[t]. E,F) Inferred
pairwise couplings J as a function of the physical distance between the neurons. G,H) Empirical (plus
signs) and model-predicted (lines) probability distributions of the network activity of the two neuron
populations. Inset: zoom in linear scale.

we are capable of disentangling the collective behaviours that arise because neurons receive correlated132

inputs, from those that are instead due to network effects.133

4. The geometry of the functional connectivity134

The behaviour of the inferred couplings with distance from the response to the full-field stimulus135

(Figs. 2F and 3F) are very different. In the case of the inverse IM, couplings are strong also for distant136

pairs and seem to reflect the correlation structure of the stimulus. In the case of the time-dependent137

IM, instead, interactions decrease fast with distance and seem not to reflect the correlation structure of138

the stimulus. To test for this, we compare the couplings inferred from the two stimuli (Fig.4 A,B). In139

the case of the time-dependent IM, the couplings are indeed much more similar (Pearson correlation140

ρ = 0.935, against ρ = 0.699 for the inverse IM). We conclude that the inferred couplings of the141

time-dependent IM reflect only the functional connectivity between retinal output neurons.142

Retinal output neurons lie on a two-dimensional layer, and their positions can easily be determined143

by standard methods as their receptive field centres [28] (Fig.1A). In order to better visualise the144

structure of the inferred couplings of the time-dependent IM, we can introduce an arbitrary, but robust,145

small threshold, set to zero all the smaller couplings (|J| < 0.05), and draw an interaction lattice (Fig.146

4C, D). After thresholding, the lattice splits into two subcomponents, one for each type, with mostly147

nearest-neighbour interactions. Unfortunately, during these experiments, it is difficult to detect all the148

neurons of a given type within the recorded retinal patch. Some neurons are therefore missing, and149

this prevents a solid study of the lattice connectivity. However, given well-known results on retinal150

mosaics of the literature [26], and by looking at the most complete region of (Fig. 4C, D), we expect151

that if we were able to record all the neurons, the resulting lattice would be an irregular honeycomb,152

with connectivity equal to six. Inferred interactions are strong and positive only for nearby neurons of153

the same type (Fig.3E,F). Consequently, only couplings between nearby neurons are above threshold154

and the functional connectivity lattice show nearest neighbour interactions. Additionally, because155

inter-type connections are very small or slightly negative, the retinal architecture splits into weakly156

interacting subpopulations - each composed of strongly interacting neurons.157
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Figure 4. Structure of the inferred couplings. OFF-OFF couplings are in red, ON-ON in blue, OFF-ON
in yellow. A) Scatterplot of the inferred couplings for the two stimuli in the inverse IM. B) As (A), but
for the time-dependent IM. ρ is the Pearson correlation. C,D) Interaction lattice after thresholding the
inferred couplings of the time-dependent IM for the checkerboard (C) and full-field stimuli (D). E-H,
same as A-D, but for a second example experiment where retinal neurons responded to the same visual
stimulations.

In order to corroborate these results, we have performed the same analysis on a second example158

dataset where retinal neurons were stimulated with the same visual stimulations (both checkerboard159

and full-field). Results are fully consistent and very similar to those of the first experiment (Fig.4E-H).160

5. Conclusions161

In this work, we focused on modelling the activity of two large populations of retinal output162

neurons of different types. We inferred two different models: the widely used disordered IM [1], and163

its more recent development, the time-dependent IM [4,23,25]. For each model, we compared the164

inferred parameters obtained from the retinal response to two very different visual stimulations: the165

checkerboard, with short spatial correlations, and the full-field with long ones. In particular we showed166

that the inferred couplings of the disordered IM, but not those of the time-dependent IM, depend167

strongly on the stimulus statistics (Fig.4A,E against Fig.4B,F). Consistently, the inferred couplings of168

the second model are very similar across visual stimulations (Fig.4B, F). The time-dependent model169

is therefore capable of disentangling the collective behaviours induced by the correlated inputs to170

the retinal output neurons, from those arising from network effects [4]. As a consequence, we can171

interpret the inferred couplings as functional connections and characterise the structure of the retinal172

output-layer architecture. The inferred interactions are strong and positive only for nearby neurons173

of the same type, whereas distant neurons do not interact directly. Connections between neurons of174

different type are instead small (or sometimes slightly negative), also for nearby cells. Therefore, the175

retinal architecture splits into weakly interacting subpopulations composed of strongly interacting176

neurons.177

In principle, functional connectivity could also be obtained from the disordered IM inferred178

from spontaneous activity where a constant, full-field stimulus is played. In this case, the stimulus179

has no spatial correlations and the inferred couplings will only reflect the structure of the retinal180

connectivity. However, in wildtype retinas, spontaneous activity is usually very weak (few Hz)181

compared to stimulated activity (up to 50-60 Hz in our case). As a consequence, in order to have the182

same empirical statistics, one would need much longer recording, which are however very difficult to183

obtain because of experimental instabilities and limitations.184

The inferred functional connectivity matches with known properties of biological networks.185

Depending on the type, output retinal neurons can be connected by direct gap-junction between186
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nearby pairs, or by an indirect connection through multiple gap-junction passing through amacrine187

cells [31]. In both cases, only nearby neurons are strongly interacting, and this is nicely reproduced by188

the functional connections inferred from the time-dependent model. Network effects can also arise189

from shared noise coming from presynaptic neurons in the retina - mostly photoreceptors noise. This190

effect can explain the negative correlations between neurons of different type (and polarity) [32], and191

in turn the slightly negative couplings inferred for nearby neurons.192

The time-dependent IM takes into account the stimulus effects with the temporal dependence193

of the single neuron biases h[t]. Instead of modelling the stimulus processing performed by the194

retina directly, it only reproduces the response behavior in time. Consistently, in order to infer the195

model, we only used the response to repeated stimulations, without the need of the actual videos.196

As a consequence, the time-dependent IM cannot generalize to new unseen (during training) stimuli197

and this might limit its possible applications. To overcome these limitations, the time-dependent IM198

has been extended to its stimulus-dependent generalization [4,23], where the biases become actual199

functions of the stimulus. This allows for inferring deep convolutional neural networks [27,33–35] to200

predict the mean neuronal response to stimulus, combined with IM couplings to account for network201

effects.202
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